CMRSU Existing Work Space Data Sheets

Standard Patient Exam Room (223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234)

1. Exam table
2. Exam light on wheels
3. Wall mounted computer with arm bracket and medical exam equipment in room
4. Wall mounted glove boxes and hand cleaning dispenser
5. Exam stool and side chair
6. Drawers and cabinets with misc medical supplies
7. Wall mounted computer with arm bracket in hallway outside each room with stool
8. All permanently mounted furniture is staying (casework)
Storage Rooms (210B, 269, 271)

1. All contents of storage rooms are relocated

Offices (257, 259, 261, 263, 265)

1. All contents of storage rooms are relocated
SIM Lab Inpatient Exam Rooms (238, 241, 243, 245)

1. Exam/recovery bid on wheels
2. Medical Head Board with medical air, oxygen, electric and data connections
3. Medical exam computer on mobile cart
4. Mobile medical supply storage cart
5. Drawers and cabinets with misc medical supplies
6. Wall mounted tv
7. All permanently mounted furniture is staying (casework)
Pantry 221

1. Relocation of existing refrigerator, microwave and contents of kitchenette
Oxygen Cylinder Storage Room (205A)
1. Relocation of oxygen manifold for storage in new space (new manifold provided)
2. Relocation of the tank mounting and storage brackets
Active Learning Classrooms (235, 236, 237)

1. All computer equipment relocated
2. All stackable chairs relocated
3. All contents of drawers and cabinets moves
4. All permanently mounted furniture (casework) and rolling desk tables/chairs are staying
Sim Lab Control Rooms (239A, 239B, 244A)

1. All computer equipment relocated
2. All contents of drawers and cabinets moves
3. All permanently mounted furniture (casework) and rolling desk chairs are staying
Control Room 240

1. Relocation of existing computer equipment (7 stations)